Truth in Love, Hope in Grace - The Local Church Certified Safe!

Commitment to Godly Conduct
We at Hope and Grace Global (HGG) thank you for your desire to share in this ministry as we equip ministry
leaders to address abortion in the church by creating a safe and healing culture of Christ’s hope and grace and seek to
make abortion unthinkable. We ask that you commit to the following conduct in your role with HGG.
1. I have accepted Jesus Christ as my Savior and Lord and am attending church regularly.
I am also involved in spiritual growth with other Christians (e.g., a Christ-centered accountability
relationship, Bible study, or a Sunday school class.) I agree with HGG’s Statement of Faith. I am in
agreement with the policies, procedures, and philosophy of HGG. I have read and agree with the
Statement of Principles.
2. I promise to live above reproach and within Biblical standards of sexual conduct for my marital status.
As a single person, I will live a sexually abstinent lifestyle. As a married person, I will not participate in
extramarital sex. As a married or single person, I promise not to engage in any homosexual activity.
3. While serving as an employee, volunteer, or Board Member I will not participate in any abortion-related
picketing, protesting, rescues, or any activity that is against HGG policy and beliefs or reflect negatively
on the organization. I will not intentionally endanger HGG's clients, volunteers, staff, facilities or
reputation.
4. In my work with HGG I agree to uphold the Biblical principle of the sanctity of human life and agree
with HGGs' policy of not recommending or referring anyone for an abortion.
5. I will ask about things I don't understand and offer suggestions if I become aware of problems. In this
way I will help HGG improve. I will not knowingly or intentionally misrepresent HGG’s policies and
procedures and will not speak officially on behalf of HGG without proper training and clearance.
6. I acknowledge that God is as interested in transforming my life through the work of HGG as
He is in the mission of HGG.
7. I acknowledge that God may use HGG to rework the priorities in my life, test and strengthen
me, and reshape my relationships.

“Let us not lose heart in doing good, for in due time we will reap if we do not grow weary.”
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Please initial here if you are not a person of the Christian faith, but you agree to respect and
uphold all said policies, procedures, philosophy, and Statement of Faith, and Statement of Principles in
your volunteer activities for HGG and will not represent HGG negatively in any manner outside HGG
or to employees, volunteers, or Board Member within HGG.

Printed Name

Signature
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